
 

 
 
Bonus #1 - Client Extractor (Get Paying Clients in 1-Click using Google Maps API 
Technology) 
 
This is a simple tool for extracting data of local clients in any geographical area that 
would be interested in your agency services (which includes Animation Graphics) 
from Google Maps using it’s API, list name, address and coordinate (latitude and 
longitude) for a query (eg “hotel new york”, “plumber in canvas”, “web agency 
mexico, ...”).  
 
You can easily search any service from this simple tool and get their address, 
contact them and negotiate for a lifetime deal.  
 
You can easily use this with Pixelmate to land more paying clients than your 
competitors.  



 
Bonus #2 - EZ Task Manager & Scheduler Engine (Use this to Organize your work 
and manage your time so you can deliver gigs on time) 
 
This is a perfect combination with Pixelmate which helps you as an animation 
graphics agency/Freelancer to simply know how much time you are spending on 
your clients tasks and also visually organize your work with a smart logic EZ Task 
Manager board.  

And anyone can use EZ Task Manager and Sceduler Engine … Like for examples: 
Smart agencies like you, freelancers, developer, Journalists, bloggers, sales agents, 
social media manager, wives and fathers fathers (you’ve got it right). 

Because it solves so many daily problems and organizes most of your life and your 
work. 

Some example: 

● You as an Agency can write a todo list for your clients, when to get a job done 
and when to deliver. 



● And if you blog for clients as a Freelancer, you can keep track of the ideas 
and articles you will have to write on various blogs that follows and schedule 
publications. 

● And much more… 

 

Bonus #3 - Portfolio Showcase Tool (WOW Your clients with a Beautiful Portfolio 
of Animation Graphics) 

 
Portfolio Showcase Tool is a WordPress plugin used to build a portfolio of Graphic 
Animation in any desired layout that will wow your clients and convince them to work 
with you for life.  

This plugin is user-friendly, So no matter if you are a beginner, WordPress user, 
Designer or a Developer, no additional coding knowledge is required in creating 
amazing portfolio layouts to wow your clients. 

This plugin comes with Grid Layout, Masonary Layout, Slider Layout and Justify 
Layout etc. to build a portfolio. It is very easy and fast to create stunning portfolio 
layouts and integrate them into your WordPress site using tons of settings options. 
Using Portfolio Design plugin, you can create new custom post types or use your 
existing blog posts or custom post type posts. Create unlimited custom post types, 



portfolios and insert an unlimited number of portfolios on your site or even on one 
single page via shortcodes. If you like to create a portfolio or looking for a complete 
solution to manage portfolios, this product is a useful tool for you. 

 

Bonus #4 -  ImageGrab (Turn Social Images into Blog Post that drives Traffic) 

 
This is a Wordpress plugin that pulls images from Facebook Pages and adds them 
as a new post on your Wordpress blog. Why is this great for traffic? While using our 
plugin what you can do is setup the plugin to post as a draft. When it pulls the most 
recent images from any Facebook Page you add as a source, you can change the 
title and add a description to the image that it pulled.  
 
We have tested this on multiple sites and we gained massive amounts of traffic from 
Google. We were showing up on first page result for certain targeted keywords. 



 
Bonus #5 - ViralSuite (Create your own Viral Buzzfeed like site) 
 
Viralsuite is a wordpress plugin to build a viral content sharing platform. Viralsuite 
supports news, lists, images, audio, videos, playlists, galleries, social media embeds, 
polls and quizzes. With ViralSuite, anyone can easily create viral lists, quizzes and 
polls quickly and easily from the  first use. ViralSuite supports open list & copy list 
features to allow any user of your site to contribute to viral lists. Alongside the cool 
meme generator, gallery and playlist builder will take your site to the next level. 
 
ViralSuite is compatible with most of the wordpress themes around here. Besides, 
you can customize your site with other plugins & themes as necessary. 
 
So now you can create your own Buzzfeed like site on wordpress. 
 



 
Bonus #6 - ActionStimulator (Converts Traffic Into Instant Buyers) 

This works by letting you create and show fictitious notifications to motivate users to 
take action on your site! Create an effect of a queue on your website 

How it works: 

- Create a notification set. Construct a notification template with text & variables 
(it’s super easy). 

- Style and configure additional settings for your notification set, if you want. 
- Place the notification set anywhere you want on your website and the plugin 

will generate non-stop notifications, based on your template! 



 

Bonus #7 - FB Audience Builder (Lets You Scrape the Perfect Audience on FB 
& Boost Your Campaigns Without Stress) 

This will help you build a super targeted facebook audience for your campaigns by 
collecting and extracting user data (Name & ID) from any post on facebok pages, 
groups, events and save data to a TXT file, Imagine Scraping up to a million results 
at once, export as TXT, then boost your campaigns while save time and money 
looking for the perfect audience. 



 
Bonus #8 -  Instant Publisher (Create Instant Facebook Articles & Simple Google 
AMP Blogs) 
 
Instant Publisher is a multi-purpose blog & magazine app which you can use to 
easily creat Facebook Instant Articles & Google AMP pages. Instant Publisher has 
clean, responsive and user-friendly design. You are able to manage your posts,c 
ategories, users and settings with its powerful Admin panel. Dynamic form for 
creating posts. Ad management ready you can easly add ads to your posts. It is 
secured, seo optimized, fast and simple to use. 
 
What is Facebook Instant Articles ? Instant Articles is a mobile publishing format that 
enables news publishers to distribute articles to Facebook’s app that load and 
display as much as 10 times faster than the standard mobile web. 
 
What is Google AMP ? The AMP Project is an open-source initiative aiming to make 
the web better for all. The project enables the creation of websites and ads that are 
consistently fast, beautiful and high-performing across devices and distribution 
platforms. 
 



Bonus #9 - Pinbook (Build, Track & Grow Pinterest Fans) 
 
PinBook is a pretty cool application designed for brands those want to get more fans 
on their pages and boost users engagement while Increasing Pinterest followers by 
introducing your Facebook fans to your Pinterest boards.  
 
Add a preview of your Pinterest Dashboard on your Facebook Page and share your 
discoveries, collections and projects with your fans. Easily track and export exactly 
how many fans are viewing and liking your Boards. 



 
Bonus #10 SociTracker (Track Unlimited Social Activities From ONE Dashboard) 
 
This is an online social tracking tool that gives you the extraordinary ability to track 
your social activities from an unlimited social networks accounts ( Including 
YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, Twitch, Tumblr ) including day by day tracking, 
premium accounts, top lists, favorites system and a beautiful and complex admin 
panel that you can manage the whole website with. It also comes with a Paypal and 
Stripe payment gateway so that your users can purchase benefits from your 
website. 



 
Bonus #11 Traffic Hover (Monetize Any Image Shared on Social Media) 
 
This combines all of the web’s most popular social services into one easy to use 
software plugin. Traffic Hover allows you to quickly and easily add hover-over social 
buttons to your images on-the-fly making them instantly “shareable” on Pinterest, 
Facebook, Twitter, and Google Plus. Even better, the hover effects are silky smooth, 
cross browser, and come with multiple overlay images! More Shares = More Traffic 
= More $$$$ 
 



 
Bonus #12  FB Traffic Engine (Drive FB Likes, Shares & Traffic)  
 
FB traffic engine gives you the ability to lock any page on your website and make it 
visible only if the visitor clicks the Like button.  

This Increases your facebook page fans, URL likes and Shares & Drive more Social 
traffic to your website. 

You can apply the content locker on all the pages, or only some selected pages, you 
can also create unlimited number of content lockers which are all independent on 
each page. 

More social engagement = more traffic! 

 



 
Bonus #13  FB Photo Contest (Generate Leads Using Photo Contest) 
 
 Contest and Promotions are best way to generate more leads and engage your 
fans.This photo contest will help you capture user's real Facebook email as we get 
Facebook Permissions before users can vote or enter into contest. You can export 
the leads as CSV and use any email marketing software to promote your business / 
stay connected. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


